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The State and International Law: A Reading from
the Global South

Introduction

A State is not a fact in the sense that a chair is a fact; it is a fact in the sense in which

it may be said that a treaty is a fact: that is, a legal status attaching to a certain state

of affairs by virtue of certain rules or practices.

—Crawford, The Creation of States1

International interventions of all kinds—humanitarian, military, developmental, and
financial—are usually predicated on the idea that a state, which has emerged endogenously
from “the people” “within,” is being “assisted” from “outside”—to develop, to overcome
civil war, to govern itself better. Such interventions are neither imagined nor constructed
in law as actions that impose and stabilize a legal form, “the nation-state,” from “outside,”
disciplining it from “within,” to actualize and maintain that particular form. Indeed, the
authority of international law as well as the operation of the international legal order relies
on the twin myths that ground this reading: first, that states are independent juridical-
institutional formations that come into being once they are formed in “fact” and which
are only later “recognized” as a matter of international law; and second, that sovereign
states come before a law that they have consensually created.2 A classic textbook statement
reflecting this mythic grounding might be, “In international law . . . it is the states
themselves that create the law and obey or disobey it.”3 And yet this predicate is not only
mythic but fictional: a fiction that conceals the world-making—via state-making—work
of international law and institutions. This work is now intensifying in both scope and
violence.4

In this essay, we redescribe the relationship between international law and the state,
reversing the imagined directionality of the flow that sequences nation-states coming first
and international law second.5 At its most provocative, our argument is that, rather than
international law being a creation of the state, making and remaking the state is a project
of international law. We pay particular attention here to the institutionalized project of
development in order to illuminate the ways in which international law creates and
maintains nation-states, and then recirculates from a multiplicity of points “within” them.6

Understanding this process is particularly important when trying to make sense of the
pasts and presents of the Global South, but is increasingly relevant to understanding
reconfigurations of states in the north, too.
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We begin in Part I with a brief, necessarily gestural, outline of the way international
legal relations took shape through the constitution of first colonial, and then postcolonial,
states. In Part II, we describe how these postcolonial states became “developmental states”
through, and in tandem with, the emergence of the international development project
after World War II (WWII).7 In Part III, we describe the transitional moment of the 1980s
and early 1990s, during which these original, or “old” developmental, states were
transformed into “new developmental states.” This transformation took shape in response
to the respective demands of, first, what we know now as the Washington Consensus, and
then of its successor, the Post-Washington Consensus. In Part IV, we describe the shape
and shaping of the new developmental state itself. In this section, we pay particular
attention to how the making and re-making of these new developmental states is an
ongoing project that shapes everyday life in the Global South. In the concluding section,
we restate the argument, but gesture, too, toward further shifts in practices of state-making,
and the increasing developmentalization of the Global North.

Although the histories of the state, of international law, and of the development
project that we offer here are, for the most part, well known, our aim in this article is to
read them together in order to show how the state has become the legal form through
which the promises of international law—including the promise of development—ground
themselves in the human and natural fabric of the world. In offering this re-description,
we hope to draw out the practices and technologies of state-making, which both shape and
pathologize the state in the Global South—and increasingly in the Global North, too. Our
final and larger invitation, as the reader will see, is to reflect on alternative ways of thinking
about the study and the political practice of both statecraft and international law.

International Law and the (Post)colonial State

Since its relative triumph over rival forms of political association in seventeenth-century
Europe, one of the main features of the nation-state has been bringing together, and giving
jurisdictional coherence to, diverse geographical spaces and population groups.8 These
efforts have facilitated productive relations and the extraction of value from both humans
in the form of labor and the natural environment in the form of resources.9 And yet this
exercise of authority over “national” territories and populations has always been relational.
For, although the idea of an “international” order, as such, was consolidated only toward
the end of the eighteenth century, from their inception, nation-states worked not only to
discipline the multiplicity of social groups and economic and legal understandings that
existed “within” their boundaries, but also to generate a supra-national landscape—an
international legal order—in which conflicts, trade, and overseas expansion could be
negotiated and effected.10 As Anne Orford argues, “constituting order” has been a central
preoccupation of both nation-states and international lawyers from the seventeenth
century to the present day.11

Within the European context, the ius publicum Europaeum provided the framework
for the emergence of states and the elements of proper international behavior for the new
nations.12 As offspring of both the Enlightenment and European colonial expansion, the
ius publicum Europaeum, and what later became the nation-state, reflected the prevailing
social transformations and Eurocentric cultural understandings.13 These states were, for
example, the sites where old monarchies and an expanding bourgeoisie managed to
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accommodate and multiply their interests under a new institutional logic and in new
patterns of world making.14 The principles of rational administration of social and
economic affairs that came to symbolize Europe’s idea of civilization were also first put
into practice within the context of European polities.15 When the ius publicum Europaeum
travelled with European powers to the periphery (so becoming our current “international
law,” instead of being just the “public” law or the law of encounter between European
nations), it “universalized,” or generalized in spatial terms with itself, the jurisdictional
practices by which the colonies could be ordered according to a Eurocentric national logic.

To alight upon just one illustration of the point, nineteenth-century Swiss jurist Johann
Kaspar Bluntschli (1808–1881) exemplifies this universalizing Eurocentric impulse in his
work The Theory of the State.16 According to Bluntschli: “The highest idea of the State is
beheld when the tendency of human nature to political society is considered, and the
highest conceivable and possible development of this tendency is regarded as the political
end of mankind.”17 For Bluntschli, the state was both a natural expression of the way
political communities were organized, and the means through which these communities
achieved their highest degree of material and spiritual perfection. According to his
narrative, “whilst history explains the organic quality of the State,” we learn from it too
“that the State does not stand on the same grade with the lower organisms of plants and
animals, but is of a higher kind.”18 As Bluntschli puts it, the state “is a moral and spiritual
organism, a great body which is capable of taking up into itself the feelings and thoughts
of the nation, of uttering them in laws, and realising them in acts.”19 He continues, “The
glory and honour of the State have always elevated the heart of its sons, and animated
them to sacrifices.”20

Notwithstanding the elevation of the state by Bluntschli and many of his
contemporaries—including, famously, Hegel, European expansion to the rest of the world
was not accompanied by immediate recognition of a right of non-European populations
to organize themselves into independent nation-states.21 Colonial expansion operated,
instead, through differential modes of rule, in which Europe persistently claimed
predominance for itself vis-à-vis peripheral peoples and the “colonial” states that it
created.22 The duty to Christianize, the “standard of civilization,” and the “white man’s
burden,” accompanied by concepts such as terra nullius, and the rights of passage, of self-
defense, to trade, and to settle, together exemplify the jurisdictional constructions that
brought colonial subjects and territories under the realm of European empires.23 These
discursive and legal constructions established concatenated hierarchies between central and
peripheral subjects, and between modern and backward states. And so, by the end of the
nineteenth century, after three centuries of intense colonial expansion across Africa, Asia,
the Americas, and the Pacific, it was no longer possible for non-European peoples,
including for large and “modern” polities like the Ottoman Empire, to relate to Europe
outside Europe’s own parameters and categorizations.24 As Mark Mazower puts it, even
though the Ottomans “had in fact modernized rather quickly . . . European attitudes
toward them had hardened faster still.”25

International law and international lawyers—which were coalescing as a field and a
profession, respectively, in the nineteenth century—were instrumental in Europe’s
reorganization of the world. Again as Mazower has shown, during this period, international
lawyers “created a new language for European states . . . to assess each other’s claims to
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colonial territories” and for “rescuing the mission of empire from its darker, dirtier side.”26

Based on their belief in the superiority of European civilization and their recognition of
the existence of very different cultures and societies around the world (most of them
considered to be “barbaric” or even “savage” by European standards), international lawyers
concluded that European states had not only an inherent right, but also an historic
responsibility “to lead the world on the basis of a set of supposedly universal rules.”27 The
expansion of (European) economic interests, (European) culture, and (European)
statehood formed the core of these “universal” rules, rules that international lawyers in the
south also began, or were forced, to embrace and adapt as their nations gained
independence.28 Encapsulating this deployment of justifications and moral commitments
within a landscape still plagued by imperial ambitions, the international law that emerged
at this time was putatively a “gentle civilizer of nations,” as Martti Koskenniemi has
critically described it.29

As many critical international legal scholars have argued in recent years, this
international ordering based on a “dynamic of difference”—between the apparent
superiority of Europe and the partial or total inferiority of its others—was neither “merely”
a discursive construction nor a “gentle” arrangement.30 This international order structured
the way peripheral territories were administered and economically exploited, and how they
were later integrated, for example, into the international institutional realm of the
twentieth century, beginning with the League of Nations’ Mandate System, and later the
United Nations’s Trusteeship Council.31 Through these international institutional frames,
colonial possessions were understood according to a global ranking system—a “universal
standard of progress”—in which their level of subordination depended on how distant
they were understood to be from the ideal embodied in the “core” nations.32 In this
context, statehood—recognition as an independent, self-determined nation-state—became
the formal benchmark for assessing the moment when a colonial population moved from
the condition of savagery or barbarism, to membership in the international family of
nations.

The outcome of colonial subjects’ struggles against their respective metropoles was,
therefore, not the right to decide for themselves the mode in which they could organize
their political communities and economic relations after independence.33 Instead of a right
to “self-definition,” the outcome of the process of decolonization was the principle of “self-
determination,” which could be practiced only within the confines of the nation-state
form, and often according to pre-established colonial boundaries that enclosed in single
national formations highly disparate ethnic groups and incongruous geographical spaces.34

At the same time, the doctrine of self-determination brought postcolonial nation-states
into being within the context of an already highly elaborated global political economy.
From their inception then, postcolonial nation-states were not only forced to fit their social
and physical realities within a foreign institutional and administrative frame, the European
nation-state; they also had to perform within a particular international economic system.35

This system was one in which they had already been conditioned to the position of
producers of primary commodities, dependent on the industrial production of center-
nations, and in which they were already highly indebted to the global financial system that
had lent them the resources to fight their wars of independence, set up new national
bureaucracies, and establish their armies.36
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The Old Developmental State

Although “conscripted” to the nation-state form, postcolonial and peripheral states were
determined to refuse the predicament of their own history.37 So, when a “promise” was
issued in 1949 by United States President Truman, and the highly novel post-WWII
international institutional apparatus began to embrace the idea of development, national
leaders across the south took up the challenge to “develop” their territories and
populations.38

Leaders in the south were operating here in full cognizance of the dangers of the
“durability” of empire.39 For, although it was in some respects novel, the “development
project” was of course not discontinuous with colonial practices of ordering and
administration as well as practices of scientific knowledge production and its
“application.”40 As Hodge and Hödl put it with respect to Africa, the postwar development
project “represent[ed] the culmination of a much deeper history of concepts, practices and
debates about the prospects and setbacks of developing Africa . . . [stretching] back to the
mission civilisatrice and constructive imperialism doctrines of the late nineteenth century.”41

And whether the intimacy of relations between the ostensibly new development project
and the more familiar “civilising mission” were fully apparent at the time, the ambition of
Third World leaders to board the train of modernity carried with it a determination to
demonstrate that their apparent inferiority vis-à-vis northern nations was not related to
their essential culture or race. Typically, this meant that “backwardness” was explained
either to be an expression of their incipient economies (i.e., poor infrastructure, low
productivity, lack of industries, and insufficient human capital), or related to the
“backward elements” within the state, such as indigenous and rural people, or some
combination of both.42

At the same time as “development” emerged, the international order became both
highly nationalistic and state-centric, features that gave legal form to the ambitions of
leaders in the south.43 The understanding operative since the emergence of the state
form—that states could always disappear entirely through invasion, war, or
treaty—changed drastically in 1945 with the UN Charter,44 which accorded to statehood
“a protected status under international law.”45 This new international legal order made
clear that, at least in formal terms, once nations achieved statehood, national leaders had
enduring authority and a wide scope of action.46 “International law” was confirmed, in
turn, as the legal regime governing the relationships between states that were equal in law
(de jure). Hence, within this framework, international law underpinned a nation-state’s
own “sovereign” law, operating as what we could think of as a state’s base law. This
“jurisdictional” grounding carried with it, however, significant limitations for any
substantive redistribution of resources across nations.47 Its state-centrism also put paid to
any serious contemplation regarding international law’s potential to become the law of a
world government—an idea that was present in many fora at the end of the nineteenth
and beginning of the twentieth century.48

Acting on the basis of nation-states’ newfound protections under international law
after WWII as well as their desire to develop and catch up with their “modern” northern
peers, postcolonial national leaders began to launch National Development Plans, nation-
wide education and health programs, and massive infrastructure and industrial projects.49
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Large irrigation schemes, dams, refineries, bridges, and power plants as well as state-backed
industrial initiatives began to appear in countries as diverse as Kenya, India, South Korea,
the Philippines, Peru, Egypt, and Singapore. These infrastructure schemes became
emblems of the emergence of what we now identify as the “developmental state.”50 The
repeal of old statutes from the colonial era; new national legislation in the areas of banking,
administrative, labor, and commercial law; and reforms to the judiciary and to legal
education also became fundamental instruments in the construction of nation-states
dedicated to the enterprise of development.51

Although the concept of the developmental state is today often associated only with
the success stories of East and Southeast Asian countries (for example, South Korea and
Thailand), the union between the idea of development and strong nation-states was as
intense in most other southern states from the 1950s onwards as it was in these emblematic
places. Even many Latin American states, which had already accumulated a century or so
of independent republican history, were in many ways reborn at this point, based on the
idea of development and their own vision of how best to board the train of modernity.52

Key examples here include the Import Substitution Industrialization strategies of the 1950s,
and later, from the mid-1960s, the dependency theory of development.53

However, the emergence of these developmental states was not only shaped by the
difficulties of actualizing a general European nation-state form in the economically
constrained and culturally diverse south. They also came to amalgamate in their operation
the sometimes conflicting, ideological and institutional trends that had marked the
evolution of European nation-states over the previous three centuries.54 Thus
developmental states took shape as commanding, highly centralized, and reformist
institutions. These impulses reflected something like a Hobbesian call for strong sovereign
governmental power in order to overcome the south’s “state of nature.”55 W.W. Rostow’s
re-reading of global history through his famous “stages of economic growth” came to offer
a compelling technical map for achieving this task, in particular for those states under the
(Cold War) sphere of influence of the United States. Rostow’s “stages” theory offered a
formula by which “traditional societies,” now called “developing countries,” could achieve
“modernization” via economic specialization, capitalist accumulation, and sustained
consumption.56 In this way, for southern states, development became a fitting framework
of operation. It granted them the ability, in principle, to organize and, most importantly,
to present themselves as unitary entities within the international order that had emerged
from WWII. The result of this process was that all public actions eventually became
associated with the idea of development, fusing international aspirations and domestic
actions.57 For international institutions, and more particularly for the U.S. government,
the project of modernization from “within” was linked to an ambition to expand liberal
elites and build national institutions—including the military—to pacify an agitated and
rapidly decolonizing Global South.58

From the 1950s to the mid-1980s, this marriage between the state and development
acquired a particularly important function in global affairs. During this time, UN
membership grew from fifty-one to 159 members, most of whom were understood to be
“underdeveloped.”59 The global polarization generated by the Cold War neither threatened
the role assigned to the state in what was now more clearly identified as the Third World,
nor negated the call for the modernization of Third World subjects. On the contrary, in
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both its capitalist and communist variants (although with different horizons in mind),
the idea of development remained intimately linked to the figure of the nation-state and
the need to culturally reshuffle Third World national citizenries.60 Leaders from across the
Global South and from across the political spectrum supported the linkage between state
and development, a position made clear at the 1955 Bandung Conference.61 And so, in the
Cold War–charged environment and in an increasingly debt-laden international economic
order, the Eurocentric, mythically Westphalian sovereign-state was consolidated as “the
agent of development” across the postcolonial world.62

As the second half of the twentieth century progressed, however, a generalized anxiety
over the need to control territories and populations that had characterized the
developmental state since its emergence contributed to the rise of an infamous wave of
dictatorships and authoritarian governments in the Americas, Africa, the Subcontinent,
and Southeast Asia, often with the support of northern powers.63 This anxiety was an
expression and reflection of both the confluence of a systematic “expansion” of
international development norms and institutional practices around the building of
modern and developed nation-states as well as the surfacing of intense internal resistance
to development programs.64 National governments, staffed by increasingly heavy-handed
figures, became even more fixated on centrally generated, top-down development projects
and on the extension of “national” logics and interests over the existing spatial and human
landscape of their nations. India’s forced sterilization program conducted during the state
of emergency in the 1970s is a telling example. The disastrous financial, social, and natural
consequences that flowed from many of these heavy-handed initiatives were to act as
triggers for even stronger resistance to the idea of development, by this point identified in
many corners of the south as an expression of what Kwame Nkrumah had come to call
“neo-colonialism.”65

A Moment of Transition

Although the interventionist policies operative until the early 1970s were generating high
rates of private and public capital accumulation in most of the advanced capitalist countries
and, to a lesser degree, across the Global South, “the debt crisis” of the 1970s and 1980s
severely undermined both the effectiveness of this model, and the esteem in which it was
held in institutional terms.66 Responding to the crisis, governments began to retreat from
direct participation in the economy, shifting their energies to calibrated administrative
actions and regulatory interventions.67

By the mid 1980s, just a decade after the south had initiated the call for a New
International Economic Order, the strong relationship between nation building and the
development project entered a crisis phase.68 Around this time, both the international
commitment to the idea of Third World development and the enthusiasm for lending
resources to states in the south receded and were replaced by a series of strong criticisms
and disciplinary measures directed toward them. National governments in the south were
denounced by international institutions as well as by new local elites as being
unrepresentative of nation-wide interests.69 They were urged to attend to the massively
“uneven” development within their national territories, a phenomenon that in many
instances had been created by earlier developmental interventions.70 This included
important disparities between urban and rural populations, men and women, and between
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ethnic groups. Centrally planned development programs and public industries and private
industries supported via public funds were also now denounced as economically inefficient,
fiscally irresponsible, and incapable of generating the resources to service the accumulated
foreign debt. In tandem with these accusations, governments in the Global South began
to be accused of poor human rights records and “democratic deficits.”71

In this context, policies based on state “contraction” and market-based approaches
gained pre-eminence, particularly within the programs of structural adjustment imposed
throughout the south by international institutions. These infamous reforms began with
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) interventions throughout Latin America during
the debt crisis of the 1980s.72 As a result of these interventions, governments from
Argentina to Mexico—to be followed by many other countries across the south who hosted
similar visits by international institutions—had to agree to a systematic program of
privatization, reduction in public services, trade liberalization, and the shrinking of social
programs.73 These policies, ideationally underpinned by neoclassical economics, were
dictated by international institutions largely via conditionality agreements, and
implemented by national elites.74 They aimed to overcome the assumed deficiencies
associated with state economic and social interventionism, and to remake the conception
of citizenship according to new principles of individual productivity and consumer
satisfaction. These approaches were encapsulated in a series of doctrines that, in retrospect,
became known as the “Washington Consensus.”75 Such policies aimed to reshape state
administration, reconfigure the relationship between state and market, and promote a
vision of citizens as economic agents with commercial initiative, economic judgment, and
a duty of self-preservation.

The shift toward a more “fluid” understanding of the role of states and their
populations in relation to “market forces” was accompanied by the dismissal of the central
function that had been assigned to national governments in the development project. The
dismantling of the USSR and the fall of the Berlin Wall were understood to confirm this
need to move away from state-based development. This critical view of the state was
epitomized in the World Bank’s World Development Report: The Challenge of Development,
published in 1991.76 The initial lines of the report encapsulate the ideational drift away
from the state (as classically defined) as the main force behind the idea of development:

The 1990s began with dramatic changes. . . . Against the backdrop of these transitions,
this . . . . Report links the historical debates that counseled policymakers in their past
decisions, the lessons of experience, and the evolving thought on how best to proceed.
One of the most valuable lessons relates to the interaction between the state and the
market in fostering development. Experience shows that success in promoting
economic growth and poverty reduction is most likely when governments complement
markets; dramatic failures result when they conflict.77

As we can see from this excerpt, the World Bank began during this period to support a
“market-friendly approach” to development—one in which “governments allow markets
to function well, and in which governments concentrate their interventions on areas in
which markets prove inadequate.”78 This new paradigm dramatically reshaped the
landscape of development and quickly became a new orthodoxy in the field. In the early
1990s, a constrained view of the state and strong support for market-based solutions was
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embraced by international institutions and policy circles, and confirmed by sweeping
governmental reforms and constitutional amendments in many countries in the south.79

In these new constitutions, trade liberalization, privatization, and strong support for
private property were enshrined alongside national commitments to protect human rights
and foster democracy.80 This new approach to development also underpinned the
emergence of new institutions and international discourses that further consolidated the
idea of development through market-based solutions. The apparently axiomatic link
between “free trade” and “development,” for example, was mobilized in this period in the
“constitution” of the World Trade Organization (WTO).81

But by 1997, and responding to the apparent realization that the market
economy—like any other market—needs state support, the World Bank began to
reconsider its position with respect to the role of the state in the development project. By
this point, it was starting to step back from the radically constrained view of the state it
had embraced just a few years before. In its 1997 World Development Report, aptly titled
The State in a Changing World, the World Bank explored “what the state should do, how
it should do it, and how it can do it better in a rapidly changing world.”82 The minimalist
state position, it now argued, was

at odds with the evidence of the world’s development success stories, be it the
development of today’s industrial economies in the nineteenth century or the postwar
growth “miracles” of East Asia. Far from supporting a minimalist approach to the state,
these examples have shown that development requires an effective state, one that plays
a catalytic, facilitating role, encouraging and complementing the activities of private
businesses and individuals.83

Based on this revised assessment, the World Bank suggested that (southern) states still had
a role to play in “reducing poverty and fostering sustainable development.”84 However,
this new role was to be fulfilled by a “new development state,” a state that looked and
behaved rather differently from the “old developmental state,” with its commanding,
centralized, and reformist impulses.

The New Developmental State

After a long decade of structural reform policies, widespread social unrest, and the evident
failures of many of the reforms, a new series of principles began to surface in national and
international institutions and policy circles about the proper role of the state in the project
of development.85 The consensus that emerged during the mid-1990s suggested a more
malleable view of the state. Instead of the state being imagined as an entity with a defined
character and a pre-established role in the development process, the “Post-Washington
Consensus” recommended a more flexible relationship between the public and private
sectors and the decentralization of state development programs. Both reorientations were
accompanied by a greater use of law in development initiatives. These two new axioms
and the instrumental use of law became the bedrock of the model that emerged in the late
1990s and still largely defines governmental action in the south today.

The reimagined relationship between the state and private sector in this “new
developmental state” is reflected in the key technology of the “public-private partnership.”
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Instead of an unconditional retreat from the economy, or the wholesale privatization of
public industries—strategies that are still being implemented in many places—the new
approach is to set up legal frameworks, guiding principles, and ownership arrangements
that bring private capital and its imperatives to the terrain of public action. Such
arrangements are common in the context of large infrastructure projects. In order to secure
such deals, states in the developing world are newly attentive to being perceived as
providing a “good business climate” in which private capital can “safely” flourish both
independently and through its partnerships with a welcoming state.86

The reconfigured relationship between the state and private capital is also reflected in
the creation of prescribed areas or “zones” in which tax concessions, relaxed laws, and
special infrastructure are provided to investors to create local employment opportunities
and expand the market for national products.87 At the same time, global corporations are
being rehabilitated as developmental actors through new requirements that seek to address
the significant impacts of their activities; mechanisms like community consultations are
used in an attempt to ensure that private capital brings at least some benefits to local
communities.88 The discourse of Corporate Social Responsibility and the vocabulary of
Corporate Citizenship also aim to recognize and expand the developmental impact of
corporations.89 These vernaculars provide global corporations with legitimacy as
“development actors” as well as modalities through which corporations may take an active
role in shaping communities’ present and futures.90

Woven together with this reconfigured relation between the state and private actors is
the emergence of what has been called “the entrepreneurial state.”91 These are states that
reassert their role in the economy, but do so operationally according to private managerial
logics.92 This arrangement is increasingly common within the resource sector and in the
provision of public services such as electricity, water, and sanitation. In the case of public
utilities, this has had harsh effects, almost invariably increasing the cost of accessing public
services, and embodying a stricter approach to the provision of services to informal
settlements.93 In the particular case of extractive industries, governments in the south are
now becoming less tolerant of resistance by local communities and indigenous groups
protesting the penetration of their territories.94

More recently still, the reconfigured relationship between private and public interests
has found an additional expression in the citizenry of the new developmental state, now
themselves imagined to be the agents of their own development. Abandoning the collective
ideals that underpinned developmental thinking in the era of modernization and the old
developmental state, today, governments address citizens as if individuals were sovereign
over their own destinies. And if this is demonstrably not the case, because of low income,
lack of education, or a marginal legal position, subjects are expected to acquire that
sovereignty—the ability to stand on their own feet—with minimal amounts of state
support. Examples include micro-credit schemes, cash-transfer, “entrepreneurship”
training, land titling programs, and neighborhood legalization schemes as well as the move
to formalize informal vendors.95 All of these strategies have been widely implemented
across the south in recent years, aiming in many instances to “empower the poor.”96

Behind these technocratic new developmental strategies lies an understanding of
individual agency as existing beyond structural conditions. This view springs from several
decades of constructing an image of individuals as both oppressed by heavy national
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bureaucratic machineries and able to interact productively with market forces once they
are provided with the necessary educational and institutional endowments.97 Amartya Sen’s
“capabilities approach” to development has been influential in this regard.98 His view of
individuals rests upon an understanding of equality as equality of opportunity. Such an
understanding is grounded in an image of society “organized as a competitive game,”
taking place on a level playing field characterized by “fair rules.”99 And if these fair rules
do not exist, it is assumed that they can be created, at least to a satisfactory level. This
ideal level is, of course, a constantly shifting ground, raised or lowered according to the
structural conditions dominating the economic possibilities of individual states. As a result,
in a highly competitive global political economy that is constantly readjusting chains of
production to the cheapest sources of labor, and where any progression in terms of poverty
alleviation is outpaced by growing wealth disparity, the myth of a level playing field
underpinned by fair rules becomes both a virtual policy goal and a disempowering political
strategy.100

The second operational imperative of the new developmental state, which feeds and
supports the first, is the decentralization of the state in territorial, fiscal, administrative,
and political terms. Often ignored by analysts, decentralization has become an important
force behind the restructuring of Third World states, and the wider global order, for the
last two decades.101 Again reflecting an increased deployment of law as instrument, this has
been accompanied by a plethora of legal reforms that reallocate responsibilities between
central governments and new developmental actors. These reforms include national
constitutional amendments and policy “experiments” that have been transferring
responsibilities away from national agencies, and toward local governments,
nongovernmental organizations, religious groups, private actors, and individuals
themselves.

This recalibration has seen cities and municipalities throughout the south join the cast
of new developmental actors, often bypassing national governments altogether and
entering into direct partnerships with other entities, both international and national. Ileana
Porras has called this process the “internationalization of cities” to describe the shift toward
reallocating responsibilities previously understood as national and international to local
administrations, and the generation of new imaginaries about cities on both the national
and international plane.102 These shifts have been cast by both international institutions
and associations of local governments as emancipatory, because they move away from the
highly centralized old developmental state and are responsive to new models of capital
accumulation that have rejected state-based patterns and connect local markets and
consumers directly to the routines of transnational capital.

In this reconfiguration of the state, decentralization has come to operate as a powerful
political ideal. Within national and local governments, regional organizations, and at the
highest levels of international institutions, there are mounting expectations about the
potential of cities to operate as sites in which fairer, more economically intelligent, and
more humane models of development can be implemented.103 However, a focus on the
putatively emancipatory dimension of decentralization can serve to draw attention away
from the more conservative frameworks that are shaping the actual functioning of local
administrations. These frameworks, developed by international and national institutions
and often keenly implemented by local elites, are exemplified by the World Bank’s urban
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policy Cities in Transition, which identifies the challenges the Bank understands to be
facing Third World cities, and sets out the principles by which interactions between the
Bank and local administrations should be governed.104 Although the principles strive for
more amenable cities, all actions should be consistently determined by the expectation that
cities remain financially sustainable on the one hand and, on the other, that all cities enter
into a constant competition with both neighboring cities and cities globally, in order to
become socially and economically attractive to investment. The expansion of “neo-punitive
developmental” programs for social integration and the securitization of cities by new
community police forces, new surveillance technologies, and private security companies
are but some of the outcomes of this new reality.105

As a result, local administrations in the Third World now have the constant anxiety of
striking a balance between conflicting imperatives. So, for example, cities must provide
universal access to drinking water within their jurisdictions at a time when water
companies have been privatized, and when many residents cannot afford to pay their water
bills.106 Such scenarios have become the day-to-day reality of local municipalities that face
the widening set of responsibilities imposed upon them by their national administrations,
international institutions, and the fluctuations of the international economic and financial
order. Although powerful, the discourse of human rights, in this context, can only
ameliorate the most extreme cases and is hardly ever able to ignite long-lasting change.

Thus the operative paradigm of decentralization has come to replicate in the local
context, the scenario previously played out at the national level. However, this new process
of “disciplining through decentralization” unfolds in a setting marked by multiplying levels
of governance and a proliferation of cross-enforcing legal regimes, where there is a tight
interaction between international norms, national administrative and fiscal laws,
transnational private regulations, and urban and local development norms. These levels of
governance and cross-enforcing legal regimes come to shape local populations and spaces
directly. Understood in these terms, the operation of the international development project
at a “local” scale has not inaugurated a postnational moment. Instead, decentralization has
provided an opportunity to recalibrate the operation of a project of state-making through
a more refined, but at the same time more expansive, approach to population and
territory.107

Similarly, the new attention to the local does not imply that the international
development project is finally making good its promises of world prosperity. Instead, what
we often see is an intensification of the contradictions that have accompanied the
development enterprise since its inception. Residents may have benefitted from local
administrations being more involved in providing services, and at least in theory, from the
contraction of the democratic distance to service providers. But as localized social life
becomes more determined by international obligations and the economic order, poor rural
areas, low-income municipalities, and informal urban settlements and their residents are
being subjected to increasing pressure to reshape themselves according to the parameters
of the new developmental state and, perhaps most importantly, to a world economic order
that increasingly treats them as surplus populations, largely irrelevant to the market.108

For all of these reasons, decentralization has had critical impacts on both popular
politics and on citizens’ everyday relation with the state. With local administrations and
many other actors more actively involved in local life—but lacking enough resources or
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interest—the process of decentralization has often reorganized established political and
social networks into a new mesh of official or quasi-official politics and procedures and
agencies. But this shift has not necessarily translated into more effective forms of social
empowerment and welfare.109 Instead, and running alongside this, “citizenship”—a
longstanding category of national unification—is now under siege as decentralization
makes it difficult for people marginal to the official legal and economic order to find their
place, or even a space for their claims to be heard. For many occupying the margins of the
new geographies brought about by decentralization, the new global attention to the local
has meant unrolling what we might call “a pedagogy of disenchantment,” resulting from
current forms of local planning and fiscal disciplining; disaggregated lines of responsibility
among local, national, and international levels of governance; the proliferation of
authorities representing such levels; and shrinking spaces for any meaningful
contestation.110

The new developmental state thus functions as a molecular and multiscalar structure,
one that actualizes the expansion of the market and the flow of international capital across
national and local boundaries. In this arrangement, international norms and aspirations,
and the tensions that they embody and transmit, have become thoroughly entangled with
the everyday of the south. It is from this tight entanglement between international law and
everyday life that the state is made and remade.

Conclusions and Further Transitions?

In the disciplinary mythology of international law, the “modern” nation-state (understood
as both sovereign and self-grounding) was born with the Peace of Westphalia in 1648,
spread during the time of colonial expansion, and through the march of history, came to
take proper shape in the independence of the Americas and the decolonization of the rest
of the Global South after World War II.111 In this mythology, “international law” comes
into being through inter-state practices that happen during norm-producing or norm-
enforcing moments. The “historical” trajectory of international law “itself” is also a story
of progressive modernization: its foundations shifting from Christianity to secularity, its
modality from comity to committee, and its ethos from European to “Universal.” Once
“born” both into and apart from law, the story goes, all states may “join,” or “enter into”
this system, catch up with their peers, and eventually participate in law’s creation and
practice.

But as we have tried to show in this essay, it is possible to understand the relationship
between states and international law differently, particularly if we concentrate on how that
dynamic has played out in the Global South from colonial times to today. In this essay,
we have suggested that, in order to reorient our understanding, we need to see nation-
states as social, cultural, and legal formations that are constantly engaged in reshaping
disparate spaces and people into one—national—jurisdiction through administrative
procedures; official imaginaries; and shared legal, financial, and affective economies. These
are processes underwritten by international law. In other words, the state and its subjects,
and the relations between them and the non-human world are, as Rose Parfitt puts it,
engaged in an ongoing process of “international legal reproduction.”112 Re-described in
this way, the ostensibly “historical” processes that both deliver nation-states into the world
and ground the authority of international law in their will, can be seen instead as ceaseless
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practices of what we might think of as world-making via state-making. These are practices
that are inter-national in both nature and orientation. The proliferation of states across
the south with decolonization allowed, in this sense, a reconfigured model of international
order to emerge. This new order operates via a “formal” parity among states, and a
technicized developmental discourse in which formerly imperial relations were transformed
into a renovated vision of global multilateralism and cooperation. From this perspective,
states became the vehicles of emancipation and the attainment of well-being and containers
of “intractable” social, political, or economic problems, themselves often generated by the
colonial project.

So, allocating the responsibility and challenge of development to southern states has
not only delineated the human and geographical spaces in which the development project
must be carried out. It has also allowed a clear separation of the realities of Third World
nation-states from the larger international and historical context. Social, political,
environmental, and financial crises stemming from colonial pasts, failed development
policies, and debt accumulation can, in this way, be cast as technical problems belonging
to individual nation-states and their national and now also local administrations.
Importantly, this occurs while the promise of global development continues to enable
international interventions that encourage a particular kind of global integration, one in
which states are reshaped in ways that promote and protect the gains of the (transnational)
few. International law supports this process by facilitating, among other processes, “the
adoption of international economic laws which facilitate the globalization of production
and finance through creating and protecting global property rights, codifying the rights of
transnational corporations, and limiting the economic autonomy of sovereign states.”113

All of this occurs as spaces and groups that resist the idea of development are suppressed
and recast as against “national” interests or outside the inevitable laws of (capitalist)
modernity.

But although these are practices usually now associated primarily with the idea of
“development,” and particularly with the remediation of “developing,” “failed,” “fragile,”
or “transitional” states, state-making through international law is an ongoing activity for
all states. States in the north are increasingly seeing themselves transformed into
developmental states of sorts too.114 At the same time, the global extension of the state-
making project has taken place alongside further shifts in the character of the states being
made. Both the new developmental state, and the post–Washington Consensus in which
it is grounded, are being reshaped by policies increasingly being reformulated by the new
developmental powers and both traditional and new donors, from philanthropic capitalists
to new evangelical churches.115 New “consensus” policies have also emerged, expressed, for
example, as the Beijing Consensus of 2004 and the Seoul Development Consensus of 2010.
These shifts came in tandem with the lead up to the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of
2008. Putatively “sudden,” but longer in the making, the GFC brought the state “back in”
in order to bear the regulatory and financial costs of the policies implemented over the
preceding decades, which had given explicit support to the expansion of private interests.
The GFC also propelled large amounts of capital from the economically deteriorated north
to southern nations—which, after years of structural adjustment reform, were now well
disciplined and open to market forces.116

The even newer developmental state that has resulted from this process is still geared
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toward market solutions, but also bears an even larger responsibility in terms of sponsoring
private initiatives, while offering further security through legal instruments and a
regulatory environment characterized by “law and order” measures. Importantly, the global
extension of this state-making project has had particularly (in)famous—and
negative—consequences for those located in the south of the south as well as in the
southern parts of the north, geographically and metaphorically speaking. Greece, Portugal,
Spain, and all of the poor, de-industrialized, and often racialized and undocumented
communities in the United Kingdom, the United States, and France, for example, today
all bear the burden of technologies of state-making that were once reserved for the Global
South.117 With that have come equally multiple and amplifying processes of resistance,
increasingly connected across such places. Working-class neighborhoods in southern cities,
scattered rural communities, and indigenous peoples in every nation-state are ever more
vocally speaking out about the particular world that international law has helped to create,
and actively seeking ways to transform it into something else.118
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